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***

 

With the October 26 deadline only two weeks from now on releasing the 60-year secret
records of the CIA relating to the Kennedy assassination, the silence from the mainstream
press  is  deafening.  The great  mainstream defenders  of  transparency and openness  in
government,  at  least  when it  comes foreign dictatorships,  cannot  bring themselves  to
openly advocate for the release of thousands of records relating to the JFK assassination
that the CIA still insists on keeping secret.

Why  the  silence?  I  will  explain  the  reason,  but  first  please  permit  me  to  restate  the
prediction  I  have  made  regarding  this  matter.

I predict that within the next weeks, President Biden will grant a request by the CIA for
continued secrecy of its assassination-related records. I predict that Biden will order the
release of some of the records for appearance’s sake, but he will cite “national security” to
justify continuing the secrecy of the vast majority of the records.

Why do I make this prediction? Because the reason that the CIA needed to keep these
records secret 60 years ago still exists. That same reason was why it it needed to keep them
secret during the 1990s, when the Assassination Records Review Board was enforcing the
JFK Records Act of 1992, which mandated the release of all federal records relating to the
assassination. 

Further, that same reason obviously caused the CIA, despite the law’s mandate, to continue
keeping its records secret for another 25 years after the JFK Records Act was enacted. When
that deadline came due in 2017, that same reason obviously motivated the CIA to petition
President Trump for another extension of time for secrecy, which Trump dutifully granted.
That deadline comes due on October 26, 2021 — two weeks from now — and mark my
words: The same reason will cause the CIA to request that Biden grant another extension of
time for secrecy, which Biden, like Trump, will dutifully grant.
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What is the reason that has caused the CIA to want to keep these thousands of records
secret from the American people. The reason, I am more convinced than ever, is that the
CIA knows that those remaining records constitute more pieces to the overall puzzle of
criminal culpability on the part of the CIA in the regime-change operation that took place on
November 22,1963. 

After  all,  let’s  face  it:  No  matter  what  definition  is  put  on  that  nebulous  and  meaningless
term “national security,” there is no possibility that anything bad will happen to the United
States if those 60-year-old secret records are released to the American people. The United
States will not fall into the ocean. The supposed international communist conspiracy to take
over the United States that was supposedly based in Moscow, Russia (yes, that Russia!)
during the Cold War won’t be reinvigorated. Communist Cuba will not invade the United
States. The dominoes near North Vietnam will not fall to the communists. North Korea will
not come and get us. 

President Biden just ordered the release of President Trump’s secret records relating to the
January 6 Capitol protests. Why not the same decision with respect to those 60-year-old
secret records of the CIA relating to the Kennedy assassination?

Why won’t the mainstream press call on Biden to enforce the JFK Records Act of 1992?
They’re scared to do so. In a remarkably candid and direct statement made to MSNBC’s
Rachel Maddow in 2017, New York Senator Charles Schumer explained why they are scared:
“Let me tell you, you take on the intelligence community, they have six ways from Sunday
at getting back at you,” Schumer said to MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow.

Schumer was referring to President Trump, but actually the admonition applies to everyone.
The CIA, the Pentagon, the NSA, and the FBI — i.e., the entire intelligence community — has
“six ways from Sunday at getting back” at anyone who takes it on, including newspaper
owners, publishers, and editors.

Most people know about Operation Mockingbird,  the top-secret operation of the CIA to
acquire assets within the mainstream press to advance the CIA’s propaganda. Does anyone
really think that the CIA would stop there in the quest to expand its power and influence? 

Not a chance! For example, the entire national-security establishment would concentrate on
acquiring, installing, and grooming assets in Congress, which sets the budgets. Does anyone
think  it’s  just  a  coincidence  that  Congress  gives  the  national-security  establishment
whatever it wants plus sometimes even more than what it wants? There is good reason why
President Eisenhower planned to use the term “military-industrial-congressional” complex in
his Farewell Address. No one can reasonably deny that Congress is owned lock, stock, and
barrel by the national-security establishment.

But they obviously would not stop there. They would also be acquiring assets within the IRS,
one of the most powerful and tyrannical agencies within the federal government. There isn’t
anyone, including newspaper owners, publishers, and editors, who isn’t afraid of receiving
an audit notice from the IRS.

And if it happens, no one would ever be able to prove that it originated with the CIA or the
rest of the national-security establishment. It would just look like it was occurring at random.
If  any  victim  of  an  IRS  audit  accused  the  CIA  or  the  rest  of  the  national-security
establishment  of  being  behind  the  audit,  they  would  be  ready  to  hurl  the  infamous
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“conspiracy theorist” label at him.

What newspaper owner, publisher, or editor wants to take that chance? They all know that
the national-security establishment frowns very seriously on any mainstream media outlet
that  even  remotely  suggests  that  the  Kennedy  assassination  was  a  regime-change
operation,  no  different  in  principle  from those  in  Iran,  Guatemala,  Cuba,  Congo,  and Chile
both before and after the Kennedy assassination. But they also do not want to take the
chance of upsetting the CIA by simply calling on it to release its 60-year-old still-secret
records relating to the assassination.

After all, everyone knows that if an entity is powerful enough to regime-change presidents
and prime ministers, both foreign and domestic, with impunity, it can easily destroy any
mainstream media executive who dares to buck the CIA on the assassination. 

It’s just the way life works in a national-security state. It’s why the mainstream media is
maintaining strict silence on the upcoming October 26 deadline on the release of those 60-
year-old still-secret records of the CIA relating to the Kennedy assassination.  

*
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